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Abstract. At present, the mode analysis methods for Internet User to browse news have three main 
kinds: that is, association analysis, clustering analysis and the mode of sequence analysis. This 
paper mainly focuses on the personalized news recommendation for Internet user. We combine the 
membership functions based on sample statistics distribution with the classical algorithms based on 
association rule. It can generalize its usefulness range. The structure of personalized news 
recommendation system is also given in this paper. 

Introduction 
With the rapid development of Internet in recent years, personalized news recommendation has 

become an essential service for sites. Comparing with the booming e-commerce website, the service 
level of personalized news recommendation are still fall behind. An Internet user may not shop 
online, but most of them may read news online. In other words, there are more information websites 
users. So if the potential users’ interest to better mining and giving corresponding personalized 
news recommendation, it can produce greater social and economic value. Hence, it’s necessary to 
help Internet users find what they want to read automatically. This is called personalized news 
recommendation [1]. 

The format of the offline catching data often can be described as Table1: 
Table 1:  the section format of data 

User-id Press-id Vis-time Title Content Rel-time 
100001 06227 2014/8/10:22 ------- ----------- 2014/7/30 

From this Table, we can find that: the data includes user-id, press-id, visit-time, title, content and 
release-time. This means that we can use different algorithms from different views. 

So far, there are many kinds of algorithms for personalized recommendation [2], which can be 
divided into four classed, that is, content-based recommendation algorithm, graph-based 
recommendation algorithm, recommendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering[3][4] and 
hybrid algorithm for personalized recommendation. 

However, facing huge data, classical algorithms exits some disadvantages. For instance, the 
graph-based algorithm of personalized recommendation mainly constructs a bipartite graph based 
on user-content model. T. Zhou et al [5][6] construct a bipartite graph algorithm based on resource 
allocation matrix and random walk to realize personalized recommendation. But their computing 
and storage are most costly.  

Through above analysis, this paper proposes an algorithm based on the theory of fuzzy 
mathematics. The algorithm can generalize the usefulness range of the classical. What’s the most 
important is that the algorithm can mine some potential users who will not be discovered due to 
data cleaning error. Last but not least, we establish the model of personalized news recommendation 
for Internet users. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: some definitions and theorems are introduced in 
next section. Section 3 presents an algorithm based on membership function. Section 4 presents the 
structure of personalized news recommendation and section 5 offers some concluding marks. 
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Preliminaries 
Create membership Functions 

The research on personalized news recommendation algorithm based on simulation dataset is 
from the third news portal. The distribution of the dataset can be described as Fig.1: 

 
Fig.1: Users browsing frequency distribution 

The Fig.1 shows the User-Num Frequency distribution for the dataset. From Fig.1, we can find 
that: the dataset can be divided into two parts, denoted by A and B, respectively. 

A membership function defines the degree to which the value of a variable belongs to the group 
and is usually a linguistic such as high or low. We establish membership functions based on users 
habits of browsing news above referred. Their membership functions are as follows: 
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Where x is the number of items user has clicked. And ( )Af x is the degree to the group A. 
Maximum Membership Principles 
Theorem 1 

Suppose that X is a set of all objects to be identified, and ( )( 1,2, , )iA F X i n∈ =   
represent n fuzzy patterns. For any element x in X , if the element x should be identified which 
model it belongs to, it can be judged by the following principle [7]: 
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For example, we assume 17x = , and then we have  
( )17 0.8Af = , ( )17 1/ 78Bf =  
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According to the maximum membership principle, the number 17 should belong to category 
attribute of A. Of course, the membership should be established by the distribution of the dataset. 

Pre-recommendation 
Generally, the first step of data mining is to clear data, which will lose some information. In this 

section, we combine membership function with the theory of association rule to finish pre-
recommendation for Internet Users to browse news. The pre-recommendation algorithm can be 
described as follows: 
Pre-recommendation algorithm 

   Input: user-id, news-id and number x . 
   Output: recommendation lists of news-id with user-id. 
   Steps： 
   1. Construct membership functions. 
   2. For 
   3. Input x and choose maximum value, and x is deemed to category which is consistent with 

membership functions. 
   // In this step, the original data will be divided into two parts, A and B, respectively.  
   4. End for 
   5. If ( x A∈ ) then  
     Give min-support. 
     Scan data, record and save frequency of x presenting.   // Generate 1-frequent Item. 
     Based on the step above, and generate 2-frequent Item. 
     Generate base rules if satisfying min-confidence.  
   6. Output recommendation result. 
   7. End.  
In the algorithm above, there are several notes needed to be noticed. Firstly, the data we meet 

may not be like the table.1. This means that we need to create membership functions in accordance 
with specific data. With that we can generate category attribute respectively.  

The flow diagram of pre-recommendation can be described as Fig.2: 

 
Fig.2: The flow diagram of pre-recommendation 

Optimization Algorithm of Personalized Recommendation  
Internet Users have got recommendation result in section 3, but the data is rough after all. We 

need further optimize the algorithm of personalized news recommendation. The flow diagram of 
generating recommendation result can be described as Fig.2: 
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Fig.2: the flow diagram of generating recommendation 

S. Z. Zhang et al [8] present a hybrid graph model with two layers for personalized 
recommendation based on small world network and Bayesian network. Assuming that there are 3 
users and 5 news documents in recommendation system, the system can be express by eight node 
bipartite graph. It can be described as Fig.3: 

 
Fig.3: A Graph based on User- News 

This paper also constructs the model of recommendation algorithm for Internet User browsing 
news. The algorithm includes two parts. One is user lever, the other is item level. The algorithm 
based on user level is as follow: 

Step1: Generate the vector model. The element of vector is item which user has clicked.  
Step2: Calculate similarity. The similarity between two users arbitrarily is measured by Jaccard 

distance. 
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Where
i ju uC C∩ represents the number of the same items user iu and ju  have clicked. 

i ju uC C∪  is 

the total number of the different items user iu and ju have clicked.  
Step3: Generate the recommendation result. Recommending interest items for users can find 

other users who have similar preference, which is the basic assumption of recommendation 
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algorithm based on collaborative filtering. 
Step4: End. 
The algorithm based on item level is as follow: 
Step1: Pre-processing the text documents and generating the text vector space. 
While we must deal with the format of the original data before generating vector space. The text 

document pre-processing often includes words segment, extracting stems, removing stop words and 
selecting features [9]. 

Step2: Calculate similarity. The measure between text 1d and text 2d is named similarity. For any 

two news 1 11 12 1( , , )nd x x x and 2 21 22 2( , , )nd x x x , we can define it by cosine formula. 
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Choose the max-similarity item and recommend it for user. 
Step3: Consider the sequence of time. 
Considering that the recommendation result has been got, we should make a decision that users 

can browse the recommendation items. This means that the visiting time must be after the releasing 
time.  

Step4: Optimize recommendation result. 
The step means that we need to make last decision for recommendation result. 
Step5: End. 
In fact, the methods of optimizing the algorithm about personalized recommendation of Internet 

User browsing news are various, including other classical algorithms, like Naive Bayes decision, 
Bayes Belief Network, and kinds of clustering ways. Of course, there are many academic 
achievements that improved the original algorithms. For instance, Y.W.Qiao and C.J.Chen provide 
new Apriori algorithm based on automatic fuzzy partition [10]. 

Conclusions 
According to the principle of membership function and the maximum membership, the 

uncertainty that is produced by human factors can be described better. Based on fuzzy theory, 
classical association rules can be applied to bigger dataset. This paper gives the process of 
establishing a model of personalized news recommendation. In the future, we will further study the 
personalized news recommendation algorithm. 
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